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Cricket Results 

MARIST COLLEGE vs Padua College – Saturday 20th February 2021 
 

TEAM Best Bowling Best Batting 
MCA 6A 6/147 def. Padua 6A 84 Riley Peacock 2/5 

Cormack O’Leary 1/0 
Harry Vickery 23 
Riley Peacock 15 

MCA 6B 2/109 def. Padua 6B 6/106 Sam Russo 1/6 
Max Mulvenna 1/5 

Kingston Anderson 21* 
 Ethan Bird 19* 

MCA 6C 6/130 def. Padua 6C 2/84 Ben Thirgood 1/2 
Tom Clune 1/5 

Finley Nicholson 25* 
Ali Williams 11* 

MCA 6 Gold 1/123 def. Padua 6 Gold 2/68 Stanley Grellman 1/5 
Luke Hourigan 1/8 

Stanley Grellman 20 
Mason Irving 16 

MCA 6 White 7/70 def. Padua 6 White 4/61 Declan Barbaro 2/3 Ben Fernan 17* 

MCA 5/56 6 Green def. Iona 6 White 4/49 Matt Henselien 
Tomas Hammond 

Callum Curtin 13* 
Tomas Hammond 9* 

   

Padua 5A 8/103 def. MCA 5A 8/102  Harry Cleary 2/7 
Henry Slack 2/11 

Toby Mylne 16 
Connor O’Rouke 15* 

Padua 5B 7/74 def. MCA 5B 9/73 Jacob Lamers 1/8 
Ollie Tierney 1/10 

Hugo Burg 25* 
Jacob Lamers 20 

MCA 5C 65 tied Padua 5C 65 Luke Byrne 2/9 
Stephen Ryall 1/4 

Stephen Ryall 16* 
Lachlan Cook 10* 

Padua 5 Gold 3/66 def. MCA 5 Gold 52 Jack Lambley 
Lachy Graham 

Jack Lambley 
Lachlan Graham 

MCA 5 White def. Padua 5 Green Jackson Kier 1/1 
Darcy Frazier 1/4 

James Burt 10* 
Oliver Ve 7* 

 

Around the Grounds  

 
 
6A 
Ryan and Owen stepped up to the crease, a strong partnership did they display, 
each over filled with quick singles, ‘RUN!’ was the call of the day. 
Macca’s time at the crease was short, but was flawless in his role as keeper, 
and Peacock’s bowling was second to none, just narrowly missing a ‘three-fa’. 
As always Collins’ bowling saw dot balls in great supply, 
Salem Tamer’s solid leadership ensured the team’s spirits were high. 
Vickery thrived behind the stumps, and batted the highest of scores, 
Ethan was dangerous in the field, stopping many singles and fours. 
O’Leary’s boundaries flew off the bat, Cootes bowled straight and fast, 
Popey’s new found faster pace, left the opening batsman aghast. 
Hunter didn’t waste any time with the bat, hitting runs straight off the mark, 
our result of 147, was the run chase upon which Padua would embark. 
After winning for the first time this season, Marist shook the opponent’s hands with glee, 
the boys celebrated in the most fitting of ways, huddled together, singing the ‘ar-tik-ee’. 
 
6B 
Marist went out too bowl first keeping Padua at bay with dot balls and steady wickets which saw Padua 6 
for 106 after 25 overs. Heading out to bat off the back of a close game the boys where keen for a win, and 
it showed. With excellent batting from Kingston Anderson, Eli Miles and Ethan Bird Marist chased down the 
total score with 6 overs to spare. 
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6C 
It was another positive game for the 6Cs who have shown significant signs of improvement as the season 
has progressed. Bowling first again worked in our favour, as a tight bowling display and a steady loss of 
wickets restricted Padua to just 84 off there 20 overs. Tom Bedggood and Rafferty Brown were the pick of 
the bowlers taking wickets at crucial times with figures of 1/4 and 1/5 respectively. With bat in hand it was 
another dominant display of clinical batting in particular by Finley Nicholson opening the batting who scored 
23* off just 12 balls. He was also well supported by the whole order with contributions from most the 
batsmen. Marist finishing on 6/130 winning another game convincingly. 
 
6 Gold 
This week’s matchup against Padua was by far the best game that the 6 Gold boys have played all season. 
Starting off with our traditional team photos at the heart of the college, the Tower Block, the boys then 
walked down the famous pathway en route to Des Connor park where we were blessed with another home 
game, the boys knowing that every game at home is special and should not be taken for granted. Added 
motivation for the team was that it was Josh’s birthday, giving the boys extra motivation to come out and 
play a great game. Marist won the toss and elected to bat. A brilliant decision by our captain Josh, knowing 
the fast outfield that the flats are known for, where runs can become plentiful. This game was by far the 
team’s best batting performance, everyone chipping in and playing a crucial role. Mason Irving and Stanley 
Grellman were the dominant performers with the bat, with Mason scoring 16 and Stanley scoring 20. 
Overall, there were only two wickets that came from the opposition showing that our boys have definitely 
matured and improved their skills. Ultimately, the final total was 2/123, putting ourselves in a great position 
with Padua needing a big effort to chase down that run total. Our boys asserted themselves while bowling 
only giving up 31 runs with legal balls and the other 37 runs were due to wides, byes and no balls. Stanley 
and Luke Hourigan stepped up while bowling with Stanley producing 1/5 after two overs and Luke 
producing 1/8 after two overs. Subsequently, the run total that the Marist boys attained was too hard for a 
valiant Padua outfit to overcome. The boys won by 55 runs, by far our biggest win of the season so far. The 
boys preceded to sing the War cry with pride and passion. Very well deserved. Overall a great day of 
cricket between two great teams. 
 
6 White 
Last Saturday, the 6 White cricket team had its third successful win of the season, finishing on 7 wickets for 
70 against 4 wickets for 61. Declan Barbaro continues to prove himself to be an incredibly valuable player, 
taking 2 wickets for 3 runs. Declan was well supported by some tight bowling with other notable 
performances by both Declan Blundell and Ben Fernan who took the other wickets. Congratulations in the 
field must also go to Thomas Lynn for bowling the first maiden over of the season and to Archie Langler for 
some consistent bowling in his second attempt. Special mention also to Cooper Hayes for his wonderful 
catch behind the wickets. The team’s batting is continuing to develop. Ben Fernan was our highest run 
scorer on 17 not out. Special mention to our other valuable batsmen who eventually had to be retired: 
Declan Blundell, Harry Hind, Declan Barbaro, and Lachlan Chandler. The team will continue to work on 
their calling between the wickets and general fielding.  
 
6 Green 
The mighty 6 Green notched another win this weekend, albeit by only 7 runs playing Iona in an exciting 
match. The skill of Callum Curtin with the bat, hitting three 4’s in the final overs and eventually making 13 
not-out, supported by the efforts by his team-mates made the game one to remember. Of note, Tomas 
Hammond retired on 9 runs with Matt Alvarez retiring on 7. Again, our bowlers stepped up to the mark with 
Matt Henselien, Tomas Hammond, Matt Alvarez & Darcy Mahoney all taking a wicket. Kia Yip, Archie 
Engstrom, Joe Richards, Vincent Butten & Billy Lenehan again showed huge leaps in their bowling 
technique and their prowess in the field. Ben Gilbert made a courageous dash to score a quick run to bring 
up the tally, succumbing unfortunately to a run-out for his efforts. And the safe hands of Caleb Van 
Coevorden again saved the day many times. A brilliant game by the team who continue to improve week by 
week. 
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5A 
Scoring a 102 on a wet wicket, the 5As put themselves in a winnable position but couldn’t hold off a fast-
finishing Padua. It came down to the final over and in the end, bowling too many wides cost the boys the 
match. Lots of improvements with 4 excellent catches showing how far the team has come.  
Marist batted first on Saturday and got off to a strong start aided by some wayward bowling from Padua, 
Stephen Ryall top scored with 16, with some tight bowling in the middle overs restricting the Cs to a 
respectable 65. A steady innings from Padua ensured that the game was going to be a nail biter. Needing 
only 4 to win off the last over Stephen managed to restrict them to 3, taking a wicket off the last ball to finish 
the game as a draw. 
 
5B 
After a slow start with the bat, Hugo Burg and Jacob Lamers anchored the innings with a 40 run 
partnership. The game came down to the last ball but it was an outstanding effort by the Marist team who 
continue to improve week to week 
 
5C 
Marist batted first on Saturday and got off to a strong start aided by some wayward bowling from 
Padua, Stephen Ryall top scored with 16, with some tight bowling in the middle overs restricting 
the Cs to a respectable 65. A steady innings from Padua ensured that the game was going to be a 
nail biter. Needing only 4 to win off the last over Steven managed to restrict them to 3, taking a 
wicket off the last ball to finish the game as a draw. 
 
5 Gold 
5 Gold had their first loss of the season last Saturday to Padua College, who took some quick wickets at 
the beginning of the match to secure their victory. Marist were all out for 52 and Padua finished with 3 for 
66. Top batters for the day were Jack Lambley and Lachlan Graham, however well done to Oscar Perrson 
who managed to retire twice during the innings.  Top bowlers were also Jack Lambley and lucky Lachy 
Graham. 
 
5 White 
The boys of 5 white were able to secure a win against Padua this weekend, scoring a total of 86 in 
the first innings with the help of James Burt and Oliver Ve’s handy performances with the bat. The 
boys had their work cut out for them to keep Padua’s run chase in check. Jackson Kier and Darcy 
Frazier really pulled through for the team with their tight and consistent bowling performance. Our 
first win of the season comes from a close and enjoyable match. we hope to carry that momentum 
to next week. 
 


